







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Cooperative seminar for interdisciplinary purposes
KAMIO  Tatsuyuki,  FUKUDA  Ikuhiro 
Research interests of the students are becoming more interdisciplinary. The seminar should al-
ways be structured interdisciplinarily. But the teachers who are organizing such seminars are not al-
ways interdisciplinarily trained. To bridge this discrepancy, we suggest a "cooperative seminar". This 
report starts with two hypotheses. 1. In an interdisciplinary seminar, more than two teachers must be 
present and work together both before and after the seminar. It makes the seminar multi-perspective. 
2. In an interdisciplinary seminar, a cooperation of the students is also indispensable and the results 
that have been produced annually must be reflected on the next year seminar.
Then, in order to verify these two hypotheses, we report our experiences in the seminar in detail. 
3. In the end we point out some problems of the "cooperative" seminar and suggest their solutions.
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